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 The Geographical Journal
 Vol. LII No. 6 December 1918
 NOTES ON A JOURNEY THROUGH SHENSI
 Eric Teichman, H.B.M. Consular Service
 Map following p. 402.
 [Note : The names in this paper and accompanying <map are spelled by the author
 on the Wade system, but without the usual separation into syllables by hyphens, and
 without the short mark over the u in the syllable -tzu. The spelling of names of Pro-
 vinces has been altered by us to conform to the Postal Guide. All other names have
 been left as the author wrote them, pending decision of the question how to reconcile
 names not in the Postal Guide with the Postal system, which has been adopted as
 authoritative by the International Map Committee and by H.B.M. Legation in Peking.?
 Ed. G. 7.]
 THE following notes on a journey through Shensi accompany a map of that province compiled from a prismatic compass traverse of our
 routes, an up-to-date Chinese map, and local information. Along our
 routes are marked all district cities (hsien), townships (chen), the larger
 villages, and a few smaller places convenient for halts; elsewhere only the
 district cities and the more important townships. All the district cities in
 China have now been reduced to the rank of hsien, and some have been
 renamed, but the terminations fu, chou, fing, etc, have been retained in
 these notes and on the map, since in unofficial circles the towns in ques?
 tion continue in most cases to be so referred to; the new names have been
 inserted in brackets. The heights are only rough approximations, being
 taken from the readings of two aneroids; as we were travelling in circles
 there were various opportunities for checking them. The journey being
 made on official business was carried out with the help of the local and
 provincial authorities, to whom we were much indebted; their assistance
 enabled us to visit many out-of-the-way parts, and did much to mitigate
 the hardships of a four months' tour in such rough mountainous country.
 1. From T'ungkuan at the Huang Ho (Yellow River) bend vid Lonan
 Hsien, Shang Chou, Shanyang Hsien, and Chenan Hsien to Hsingan Fu
 on the Han River. 965 li.*
 This is a cross-country journey by little frequented mountain trails,
 just passable for loaded mules, running from north-east to south-west from
 * The li in Central and Northern Shensi average 10 to 3 miles; in the Han basin
 12 to 3 miles, like the Szechwan li, the difference being doubtless due to animal and
 coolie transport in the north and south respectively.
 2 B
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 valley to valley across the parallel spurs of the Ch'inling Shan, or Nan Shan,
 which here trend from north-west to south-east.
 The trail runs due south from T'ungkuan and crosses the main range
 of the Ch'inling Shan (not however here the Yangtze-Yellow River water-
 shed) by a pass not quite 6000 feet high on the first day's march. In
 crossing this barrier range, here as elsewhere, one passes from North into
 Central China, and bare stony mountains sloping down to dusty loess hills
 and plains give way to well-timbered ridges, fertile rice-growing valleys, and
 clear mountain streams. Lonan Hsien, which is reached after two days'
 march from T'ungkuan, is an isolated little city lying on a sort of plateau
 consisting of flat open valleys and low hills of red clay near the sources
 of the Lo Ho. The latter flows past Honan Fu into the Yellow River, so
 that the inconspicuous hills of red clay bounding the Lonan plateau on
 the south form in this neighbourhood the Yangtze-Yellow River divide.
 From Lonan Hsien the path follows up one of the headwater valleys of
 the Lo Ho, and then drops abruptly over the edge of the plateau into a deep
 winding ravine in red sandstone mountains which eventually debouches after
 a long day's march into the valley of the Tan Chiang near Shang Chou.
 Shang Chou is nowadays a poor place, though it is a hsien city of the
 first class and was formerly a chou in charge of four surrounding districts.
 The proximity of the mart of Lungchuchai detracts from its commercial
 importance. It lies on one of the chief trade routes in and out of Shensi,
 that from Hsian Fu to Lant'ien Hsien, across the Ch'inling Shan by a low
 pass, and down the valley of the Tan Chiang to Lungchuchai, whence at
 high water boats ply vid Chingtzu Kuan, the likin station in Honan, to
 Laoho K'ou on the Han River and Hankow, though the traffic on this
 route has much diminished now th*at the railway from Honan Fu has
 reached to within four days' march of T'ungkuan.
 From Shang Chou to Shanyang Hsien is two days' march, the trail
 making a d'etour to the west to get across the watershed between the two
 valleys. The country, composed of red sandstone ridges trending south-
 east, sufriciently well timbered and intersected by narrow fertile valleys,
 is quite attractive and moderately easy to traverse. Villages are scarce,
 but there are many scattered farmsteads, and the hilltops are often
 crowned with chaitzu, the walled mountain strongholds which form a
 characteristic feature of south-eastem Shensi and parts of Szechwan. Six
 years ago the chaitzu, like the city walls, were little more than picturesque
 and dilapidated objects of interest. Most of them have now been
 repaired and have been in pretty constant use during the almost incessant
 troubles since the revolution of 1911 as refuges from the bands of rebels,
 revolted soldiery, and brigands, who roam the mountainous districts and
 prey on the people.
 Shanyang Hsien is a tiny place lost in a wilderness of red sandstone
 hills backed by mountains. It lies on a recognized but little-used road
 from Shang Chou due south to the Han River vid Manch'uan Kuan on the
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 Hupeh border, whence the Chia Ho is navigable by small boats to its
 confluence with the Han near Paiho Hsien.
 From Shanyang Hsien to Chenan Hsien is a three days' journey across
 the watershed between the headwaters of the Shech'uan Ho (lower down
 Chia Ho) and the valley of the Ch'ienyu Ho, flowing past Hsiaoyi T'ing
 and Chenan Hsien. Nearly all the farmsteads along this road were
 destroyed by the "White Wolf" rebels, who passed in and out of Shensi
 in scattered bands by out-of-the-way trails through these mountains three
 years ago. Some have been rebuilt, though always on a different site, and
 the endless succession of burnt-out homesteads will long testify to the
 dreadful havoc wrought by these modern T'aip'ings, who left a similar trail
 of desolation all the way from Honan to Kansu and back. It is against
 visitations of this kind that the people provide themselves with chaiizu on
 the mountain-tops so that they may save themselves and their families
 though their farms in the valley are destroyed.
 Chenan Hsien is a dilapidated little place lying in the mountains just
 off the deep narrow valley of the Ch'ienyu Ho. The district, however, is
 not as poor as it appears to be. There is much good rice land in the
 bottom of the valleys, the lower hill-slopes are thickly dotted with wood-
 oil, varnish, and fruit trees, the former a pretty sight in blossom in April,
 and the surrounding mountains are said by the Chinese to be rich in
 minerals, copper, iron, asbestos, and antimony.
 From Chenan Hsien the path runs down the Ch'ienyu Ho for two days
 to its junction with the Hsun Ho, whence small boats can descend the
 combined stream to Hsunyang Hsien on the Han River. The Ch'ienyu
 Ho flows through deep winding gorges^and the footpath ledged in the clifT
 side being too narrow for animals, mules and ponies have to make their
 way as best they can down the stream-bed, which soon becomes impass-
 able when the water rises. Half a day's march below the junction of the
 two streams we left the river at the village of Chaochiawan to cut across
 the mountains south-west to Hsingan, two days' journey across the usual
 ridges trending south-east across the path. It is only when one climbs out
 of this gorge that one realizes its depth, the first ridge being more than
 2000 feet above the river. Three more ridges have to be crossed, and
 from the top of the last one there is a fine panoramic view over the Han
 valley. One thousand five hundred feet below and twenty li away lies the
 city of Hsingan Fu, with the Han River emerging from gorges, flowing
 through a small plain past the foreground of the picture, and disappearing
 in the mountains to the left; across the river to the south rise tier on tier
 of hills and mountains towards the Szechwan border; and on the right a
 glimpse is caught across low red hills of the valley plain of the Yo Ho,
 stretching away westwards towards Hanyin T'ing, a natural opening through
 the mountains up which a railway must one day run to Hanchung Fu.
 Hsingan Fu, now officially known as Ank'ang Hsien, a first-class dis?
 trict city, is at present a rough and backward place, but it is probably
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 destined to be a commercial mart of considerable importance in the future.
 The Han basin in Shensi may be compared to a miniature edition of
 Szechwan, a rich but i inaccessible region surrounded on all sides by
 mountain barriers, with Hanchung, the seat of the administration, com-
 parable to Chengtu; Hsingan, the commercial gateway, to Chungking; and
 the Han, with its gorges and rapids, to the Yangtzu. The Han basin has
 often been described as an extremely rich region, and the people appear
 remarkably prosperous and wealthy, perhaps especially so to one coming
 amongst them from the north; rice is cheaper at Hanchung even than in
 Szechwan. The Hanchung plain and the innumerable little fertile valleys
 of this region are noted for a great variety of products, most of which are
 shipped from Hsingan by junk, down the Han River to Hankow, notably
 wood oil, varnish, silk, tea, medicines, vegetable wax, paper, hemp, bristles
 hides, feathers, hemp, bean oil, seed oil, cereals, edible fungus, cotton,
 coal, etc. Steam navigation on the Han River between Hsingan and
 Hankow is probably quite out of the question owing to the shallows,
 strong current, and shifting channel, but there is a very large junk traffic,
 the worst and most dangerous rapids lying further up stream. A railway
 will, it is hoped, penetrate southern Shensi from Hupeh in a few years
 time, and Hsingan Fu will then have a strong claim to be opened as a
 Treaty Port.
 The route from T'ungkuan T'ing to Hsingan Fu gives a good idea of
 the nature of the ranges of mountains commonly known to foreigners as
 the Ch'inling Shan at their eastern and lower end. All the way one is
 crossing ridge after ridge trending south-east composed of red sandstone,
 shale, and limestone, the former predominating on the lower slopes. The
 constant south-east trend of these ridges seems to start from the culminat-
 ing point of the range, the T'aipai Shan, whence one series of ranges runs
 east along the edge of the Wei valley plain, and another strikes south-east
 right across the Han basin and causes the succession of gorges through
 which the Han River breaks its way from below Yang Hsien to the Hupeh
 border; similarly, west of T'aipai Shan one series of ranges runs west into
 Kansu, where it continues to form the Yangtze-Yellow River watershed,
 and another strikes south-west as the divide between the headwaters of the
 Han and Chialing Rivers. From T'aipai Shan itself streams flow down in
 all directions. The Chinese apply the name Ch'inling strictly speaking
 exclusively to the passes in the Yangtze-Yellow River watershed range.
 The mass of mountains which fill up the whole of southern Shensi from
 the Wei River south to the Szechwan border, and through which the Han
 flows in a deep and narrow trough, are universally known locally as the
 Nan Shan, as opposed to the mountains of northern Shensi, which are
 always referred to as Pei Shan.
 2. From Hsingan Fu on the Han River vid Hanyin T'ing, Shihch'uan
 Hsien, and Hsihsiang Hsien to Hanchung Fu on the Han River. 650 li.
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 This route, though much of the way only a mountain footpath 18 inches
 wide, is the main road up the Han basin. Most of the traffic however
 goes by river. Like most of the roads in the Han basin it is really a
 track for carrying-coolies, but mules and ponies can travel on it easily
 enough except for one stage along the Han River beyond Shihch'uan,
 which is dangerous for pack-animals in places. As the main road con-
 necting two such important places as Hsingan Fu and Hanchung Fu it
 well illustrates the roadless condition of China. Nor in these days when
 the activities of Chinese and foreigners are concentrated, without too much
 success, on railway construction, is it likely that China will ever be pro-
 vided with roads as the term is understood in other civilized countries.
 Yet a series of macadamized trunk roads suitable for motor traffic would be
 an inestimable boon economically and politically to the people and the
 country, and could be constructed at comparatively small cost.
 Leaving Hsingan Fu the path follows up the valley of the Yo (Yueh)
 Ho to Hanyin T'ing and crosses a low divide to reach the Han River
 and Shihch'uan Hsien. From Shihch'uan it runs for one stage up the
 gorges of the Han River, a smaller edition of those of the Yangtze, being
 ledged in the cliff side over the water, and then strikes across the lower
 slopes of the mountains which rise between the Han River and the
 Szechwan border to Hsihsiang Hsien. Hanyin, Shihch'uan and Hsihsiang
 are all prosperous little cities producing a great deal of coarse silk, which
 is consumed locally and exported to Kansu. The population is largely
 composed of Szechwanese, whose fathers migrated to this region after it
 had been almost completely depopulated by the T'aip'ings fifty years ago.
 The whole area of the Han basin greatly resembles Szechwan, of which
 it was once a part. From Hsihsiang the path follows up the valley of the
 Muma Ho, like nearly all the streams of the Han basin navigable by
 small boats on its lower reaches, and then, threading its way for a couple
 of days through a maze of little wooded hills intersected by gullies
 growing rice, the foothills of the mountains to the south, finally emerges
 on to the Hanchung plain just beyond the Roman Catholic stronghold
 of Kulupa, where the Italian fathers have been established for many
 years on a fortified hilltop. The Roman Church has established itself
 very firmly in this corner of Shensi, and has acquired great power and
 influence in the neighbourhood. Half a day's march across the fertile
 plain brings one to Hanchung Fu, the seat of the Taoyin and General,
 and the capital of the whole Han basin.
 Hanchung Fu, now known officially as Nancheng Hsien, a first-class
 district city, is one of the wealthiest and most populous cities in the
 province owing to its position in the centre of an immensely fertile plain
 at the junction of several important roads, notably the Sian-Chcengtu
 high-road with the Han waterway. Such a position affords unrivalled
 opportunities for the imposition of likin dues, with the result that trade
 and traffic are being driven out to a township called Shihpali P'u outside
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 the east suburb, which is developing into the busiest of towns. The
 surrounding plain, which was formerly devoted largely to the opium
 poppy, now produces great quantities of wheat, rice, and other useful
 crops, two in a season.
 According to the press the new American Railway Group have
 recently secured the concession for the construction of a line from Laoho
 K'ou on the Han River in Hupeh to Hsingan Fu, and thence up the Han
 basin to Hanchung Fu. Such a line with its immense possibilities forms
 one of the most interesting and attractive of the many railway concessions
 waiting to be carried into effect in China. It should not prove so very
 difrlcult to construct, at any rate as far as Hsingan Fu, whether it follows
 up the Han River or outflanks the mountains on the Hupeh-Shensi border
 by taking the Chuch'i-P'ingli route. From Hsingan Fu the rich open
 valley of the Yo Ho leading to Hanyin T'ing seems to have been specially
 provided by nature to enable a railway to get round the gorges of the
 Han River in this neighbourhood. Shihch'uan Hsien can probably be
 reached without much difiiculty, after which, however, it would appear
 that considerable obstacles will have to be surmounted before reaching
 the Hanchung plain. Probably a route vid Hsihsiang Hsien and the
 Muma Ho valley will prove the best, and the former is a rich and
 important centre which ought to be touched. Such a railway would not
 only open up the rich but backward regions of the Han basin, but would
 also solve the great problem of the railway penetration of Szechwan.
 Once the railway reaches the upper Han valley above Hsingan Fu, the
 task of getting across the low divide into the basin of the upper Yangtze
 in north-east Szechwan will be easy compared to that which has for so
 long faced the engineers of the American section of the Hukuang Rail-
 ways at Ichang. The Belgians already have a concession for the con?
 struction of such a line into Szechwan from the western end of the Han
 valley, but they have first to surmount a tremendous obstacle in the
 passage of the Ch'inling Shan.
 3. From Hanchung Fu vid Ch'engku Hsien, Yang Hsien, Fop'ing
 T'ing, Chouchih Hsien, and Mei Hsien to Fenghsiang Fu in the Wei
 basin. 835 li.
 This is an alternative route connecting Hanchung Fu and the upper
 Han valley with Fenghsiang Fu, Hsian Fu and the Wei valley, to the
 main road vid Feng Hsien and Liupa T'ing (the Peking-Szechwan road).
 This Fop'ing route, which crosses the eastern spurs of the T'aipai Shan, is
 a very rough mountain trail, just practicable for pack-mules, and is nowa-
 days little frequented except by isolajed carrying-coolies, smugglers, and
 others with good reasons for avoiding the main road. Although there
 is a considerable saving of distance as between Hanchung Fu and Hsian
 Fu by this route compared to the main road (about 800 li and 1000 li
 respectively), the ordinary Chinese official or merchant practically never
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 travels by it, because, owing to the many steep passes, it is necessary to
 do a good part of the journey on foot.
 The Ch'inling Shan, or Nan Shan, which consist of a series of pre-
 cipitous parallel ranges trending across the path of any one travelling
 between south and north, have always proved an extraordinarily effective
 barrier to communication between the Han and Wei valleys, especially
 south of Hsian Fu. It was this barrier which prevented the T'aip'ing
 rebellion from spreading north of the Han basin, and the Mohammedan
 rebellion from spreading south of the Wei valley; and in modern times
 it has kept the upper Han valley comparatively peaceful while revolution,
 rebellion, and brigandage succeed one another in the Wei valley and
 northern Shensi. The Chinese have always rested content with two
 recognized main routes across this barrier, one at each end: the Hsian
 Fu-Lungchuchai road in the extreme east, and the Fenghsiang-Liupa-
 Hanchung road in the extreme west. There is one other route which is
 considered just passable by Chinese travellers in chairs, the road from
 Hsian to Hsingan vid Ningshan and Shihch'uan. The remaining three
 routes, that in the east vid Chenan, that in the centre vid Fop'ing, and
 that in the west from Mei Hsien to Liupa, the two latter passing one on
 each side of T'aipai Shan, are considered by the Chinese impracticable for
 ordinary travelling.
 The Belgian railway from Tat'ung in North Shansi vid Hsian and
 Hanchung in Shensi to Ch'engtu in Szechwan (work not yet commenced)
 has to cross this barrier somewhere. It has sometimes been stated that
 it will follow the Fop'ing road. Unless a practicable route for a line has
 been found up the gorges of the Chouchih River (Hei Ho), by tunnel
 through the watershed, and down the gorges of the Ch'engku River into
 the Han valley, which seems improbable to any one acquainted with
 the country, the construction of a railway across the Ch'inling Shan vid
 Fop'ing seems scarcely practicable. Indeed, to build a line across the
 Ch'inling Shan by any other route than that of the Tan Chiang in the
 east, which leads in the wrong direction for this project, is likely to prove
 difficult and costly. Perhaps the easiest route will be found to lie in the
 west, from the Wei valley into the basin of the Chialing Chiang rather
 than that of the Han.
 Leaving Hanchung Fu the road runs for two days down the fertile
 valley plain past Ch'engku Hsien to Yang Hsien, two prosperous district
 cities. Ch'engku especially vies with Hanchung in the wealth and
 prosperity of its inhabitants. Yang Hsien is a smaller place, but also
 flourishing, and is the centre of cotton cultivation in the Han valley. A
 good deal of it goes across the Han-Chialing-Chiang portage and down
 the latter to Chungking, whence it reaches the coast as Szechwan produce.
 Cotton has always been one of the staple crops of Shensi, especially
 in the plains of the Wei valley, and is now being increasingly culti-
 vated owing to the high prices ruling and as a substitute for the opium
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 poppy. On the Hanchung plain it is apt to sufFer from being put into
 the ground rather late, as it follows a spring crop; whereas in central
 Shensi it usually has the ground to itself for a season. There is doubtless
 a great future for cotton cultivation in Shensi; only it must be noted that
 the people live purely and simply on their crops, so that the production
 of wheat cannot be greatly curtailed without serious results.
 From Yang Hsien the trail strikes north, and crossing two ridges,
 4400 feet and 5500 feet in height, descends to the township of Huayang
 Chen, lying in a little rice plain at the junction of several ravines sur-
 rounded by wooded mountains. The height limit for rice in Shensi is
 about 4000 feet. The 130 li between Yang Hsien and Huayang are
 rough and arduous, but the chief difficulties of this route now begin.
 Between Huayang and Fop'ing four passes are crossed by a very bad
 trail, varying from 7000 to 9000 feet, with steep descents into deep
 narrow gorges between. The country is composed of precipitous moun?
 tain ranges trending east and west, densely wooded with pine, birch, and
 thickets of dwarf bamboo, and practically uninhabited save for an occa-
 sional hut surrounded by patches of potatoes. The highest pass, the
 Hsinglung Ling, is the easiest, as the valleys leading up to it on either
 side are flat and glacierlike, in contrast to the usual narrow gorge.
 Fop'ing, formerly a THng and now a third-class JETsien, is a tiny place,
 a mere walled hamlet, lying at an elevation of over 6000 feet in a culti-
 vated valley surrounded by lofty mountains. T'aipaishan lies close by
 to the north-west. It must be one of the smallest and most miserable
 hsien cities in China Proper, and the district one of the poorest. Wheat,
 barley, maize, and potatoes are grown, but the wheat was only just show-
 ing above ground in the middle of May, when it was ripening for harvest
 in the Hanchung plain, and appears to be an unreliable crop. Potatoes
 are the staple crop, but a succession of poor harvests during recent years
 has led to something like an exodus of the population, and consequently
 to the partial abandonment of the trails through the district, which is
 interesting because it includes some of the highest ranges and peaks of
 the Ch'inling Shan and the headwaters of streams flowing north, south,
 east, and west. The high wooded ranges to the north and south are rich
 in big game, bear, leopard, goral, takin, pig, and great numbers of deer,
 and pheasants are thick in the neighbourhood of any cultivation. When
 the railway reaches Hanchung a month in Fop'ing in the autumn will be
 an attractive way of spending a holiday.
 In my experience the THng% usually translated sub-prefecture and
 now abolished, was formerly the centre of a sort of military district located
 in mountainous country for the purpose of holding aboriginal tribesmen
 of some kind in check and protecting the Chinese colonists against them.
 Thus, for instance, one will find many THng on the western confines of
 Yunnan, Szechwan, and Kansu facing the Tibetans; in the Miaotzu
 country of Kweichow and the adjacent provinces; on the borders of
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 Lololand in Szechwan; on the Burma-Yunnan frontier; and in Northern
 Shansi on the Mongolian border; but not in provinces like Anhwei,
 Kiangsu, Shantung, etc, where there has apparently never since the dawn
 of history been a non-Chinese population. There are a number of THng
 in the Nan Shan of Shensi, and there should therefore have been at one
 period a Miaotzu or aboriginal population of some kind in those parts ;
 but I could never find any evidence locally in support of this theory.
 Incidentally it may be noted that the THng are usually marked on foreign
 maps of China as more important places than most of the Hsien. But as a
 matter of fact nine out of ten THng are miserable little places, ranking as
 the very poorest of third-class district cities.
 From Fop'ing the path climbs straight up the mountain-side to the
 north of the city, and drops down into the usual narrow wooded gorge
 beyond. This ridge, less than iooo feet above the valleys on either side,
 is here the Yangtze-Yellow River divide, the streams on the further side
 all flowing down from T'aipai Shan into a river called the Hei Ho, which
 joins the Wei near Chouchih Hsien. The trail, however, does not follow
 down the winding gorges of the Hei Ho to the plain, but leads north-east
 across a series of spurs running down from T'aipai Shan; so that the three
 days between Fop'ing and the plain, during which five passes have to be
 crossed, are scarcely less arduous than those on the other side. The
 highest and most difficult of these passes is the Laochunling (7500 feet),
 crossed on the second day; from the last pass there is a fine view over
 the Wei valley, 4000 feet below.
 On some foreign maps of Shensi an entirely dhferent route is marked
 from Yang Hsien through the Ch'inling Shan vid Fop'ing to Chouchih,
 only touching the trail at present in use at Huayang and Fop'ing, and
 apparently running down the gorges of the Hei Ho. Nothing seems to
 be known locally nowadays of this road, which may be an old trail
 destroyed by the streams in flood and abandoned.
 Chouchih, a first-class hsien city, is the centre of one of the rich agri-
 cultural districts of the Wei .valley. The surrounding plain was formerly
 covered with the poppy, and the opium-sodden population were usually
 short of grain; now it is one vast wheatfield, and food is plentiful.
 Travelling through central Shensi in the early summer, one cannot fail
 to be impressed by the immense amount of wheat nowadays produced on
 these undulating plains, which recall the wheat prairies of Canada. There
 appears to be usually a good surplus available for export, but lack of
 means of communication prevents the harvests being moved any distance.
 The harvesting, carried out of course entirely by hand, is a period of
 intense activity, and large numbers of labourers come down from Kansu
 to assist. These men are met with in crowds in May on the small trails
 leading down from the north-west into the plains. After the harvest is
 over in the Wei valley they work back across the plateau of West Shensi
 to their native uplands, harvesting according to the elevation as they go.
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 The people of North Shensi and Kansu live practically on wheat alone,
 and the foreign traveller will find the best flour and the best native bread
 and vermicelli in China in these two provinces.
 From Chouchih Hsien we travelled up the Wei valley to Mei Hsien,
 and thence north-west to Fenghsiang Fu, all the way across undulating
 wheat-covered prairies, except for half a day's march above Mei Hsien,
 where indigo monopolized the rich irrigated land along the river, dotted
 with the peculiar-looking brick pits for the preparation of the dye. This
 indigo was destined for Kansu, where the stocks of aniline dyes appear to
 be exhausted. Fenghsiang Fu, which lies near the western end of the
 Wei valley plains, is nowadays a poor place, having never recovered its
 former commercial prosperity after the revolution of 1911 and during the
 troubles which have affticted Central Shensi at intervals ever since.
 4. From Fenghsiang Fu vid Linyu Hsien, Yungshou Hsien, and
 Ch'unhua Hsien to Yao Chou. 510 li.
 This is a cross-country journey through the elevated loess country of
 Western Shensi by small mule-trails connecting one district city with
 another.
 From Fenghsiang to Linyu is an easy two days' march across the
 range of mountains (the Ch'i Shan), which here bound the plains of the
 Wei basin on the north. Linyu itself is a tiny place, a third-class hsien
 city hidden away in brigand-infested loess mountains not far from the
 Kansu border. Wheat is grown in terraces on the mountains, but the
 district is very poor, with its sparse population living in scattered cave
 hamlets. Many terraced mountain-sides are grass-grown and out of
 cultivation, a common sight in North Shensi and Kansu.
 From Linyu Hsien to Yungshou Hsien is rather an interesting march,
 as the path runs most of the way along a high ridge with extensive views
 over this peculiar loess country. Leaving Linyu and the valley, the path
 ascends the hills to the north to gain the village of Tsuimu, perched up
 on the top of a ridge between 4000 and 5000 feet high. It is an agree-
 able peculiarity of loess mountain country that the paths follow, where
 possible, along spurs and ridges rather than the valleys, and Tsuimu lies
 on a sort of knot where several ridges and therefore mule-trails meet.
 Consequently, though only a dot of a place, it boasts a likin station and
 commands two trails into Kansu. From Tsuimu to Yungshou Hsien the
 path follows along the top of a winding ridge, actually the summit of the
 range which protects this portion of Western Shensi against Mohammedan
 Kansu, with very extensive views on either side. To the south a series of
 loess spurs and intervening ravines fall away steeply towards the Linyu
 valley, beyond which the Ch'i Shan range is seen to end as Yungshou is
 approached, in the rolling plains of the Wei and its tributaries; and to
 the north across an intervening hollow rises like a wall the edge of the
 loess plateau country of Eastern Kansu. These loess-clad ridges of
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 Western Shensi seem to be pieces broken ofF from the Kansu plateau,
 like the mountains along the southern edge of the Mongolian plateau
 in North China. Where the loess has been washed away shales and
 sandstones are revealed, and often right on the top of the spurs a sort
 of conglomerate of waterworn pebbles cemented together, which in places
 gets broken up by the trail so as to resemble pebbles in a stream-bed.
 Yungshou Hsien lies just below the top of the ridge, and is a replica of
 Linyu, except that it is rather more alive, as it lies on the great cart-road
 from Hsian Fu to Kansu and Turkestan.
 From Yungshou the trail continues along the ridge to the east till the
 latter merges after half a day's march into a vast loess plateau surrounded
 by outcroppings of isolated mountains. This plateau includes parts or the
 whole of thedistricts of Pin Chou, Ch'angwu, Sanshui, Yungshou, Ch'unhua,
 and Yao Chou, and reaches in the north-west a height of over 4000 feet.
 It has a marked slope to the south-east, and is intersected by the deep
 canyon of the Ching Ho and the ravines of many other streams all flow?
 ing in the same direction, and by innumerable rifts and crevasses in the
 loess from 10 to 500 feet in depth. Travel up and down this plateau
 along its slope between north-west and south-east is easy, but transversely
 from east to west, the line of our march, most trying and arduous, owing
 to the necessity of constantly crossing the perpendicular rifts in the loess,
 varying from the tremendous canyon of the Ching Ho nearly 1000 feet
 in depth to a dry crevasse of 100 feet. In order as much as possible to
 avoid these rifts, which increase in size and frequency as the plateau
 slope descends, our path, after crossing the Ching Ho, an unfordable
 torrent of liquid mud flowing at the bottom of a deep canyon, kept to the
 high ground, and consequently made a long detour to the north, finally
 descending with the slope of the land to Ch'unhua, thence again working
 north and descending on Yao Chou. On the upper portion of this plateau
 there are extensive prairies, uncultivated and covered with poor grass; so
 that one might imagine oneself in Inner Mongolia, until, on attempting to
 cross the plain away from the road, one almost immediately fetches up
 against a chasm in the loess with perpendicular sides several hundreds of
 feet deep.
 Writing without access to books of any kind, I am unaware what the
 modern theory as regards the origin of the loess may be. The Chinese
 all take it for granted that these extraordinary deposits were caused by
 water, i.e. by the great floods which according to their historical records
 once submerged north-west China at about the same period as those
 of the Bible. The longer one travels in the loess country the more
 evidence there appears to be in support of such a theory. Without
 entering into a discussion on the subject the following points may be
 mentioned : the general slope of the loess uplands always coinciding with
 the direction of the rivers and streams, i.e. all draining south-east; the
 regularity of level and depth of the loess over wide areas; the strong
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 resemblance of parts of the plateaux, where almost surrounded by out-
 croppings of low mountains, to old lake-basins, some of which, it appears,
 still contain water, though we did not happen to come across such; the
 existence everywhere of a layer of mixed loess and waterworn pebbles
 immediately above the rock on which the loess rests (which is exposed
 in every rift or ravine that extends down to the underlying rock); the
 meeting-line between the light sandy loess and the heavier reddish loess
 can sometimes be traced for miles at the same level. The loess has
 nowhere, except in the extreme west, crossed the Ch'inling Shan, a con-
 tinuous range, whereas it is piled high on either side of other high ranges
 which are not continuous.
 5. From Yao Chou vid T'ungkuan Hsien, Yichun Hsien, Chungpu
 Hsien, Loch'uan Hsien, Fo Chou, and Kanch'uan Hsien to Yenan Fu
 and Yench'ang Hsien. 670 li.
 This is the main road from Hsian Fu to the Yench'ang oilfield and
 the north of the province generally.
 Between T'ungkuan, one stage north of Yao Chou, and Chungpu a
 range of mountains rising well above the loess, and forming the watershed
 between the Lo and Wei Rivers, is crossed by a pass about 5000 feet
 high. Probably the soil of no region in the world has been worked by
 man to anything like the same extent as the loess of the Wei valley,
 where the Chinese have been scratching, sowing, and reaping since the
 dawn of their history, and the whole landscape seems tired and worn out.
 It is therefore a relief, especially in the summer, to get out of the loess
 for a day or two, with its alternate dust and mud, insufficient and often
 brackish water-supply, and its treeless and monotonous scenery, into
 these mountains with their clear streams, grassy downs, and brush-covered
 slopes, haunted by innumerable deer and pheasants.
 From Yichun Hsien, which lies perched up on a spur of these moun?
 tains, the trail descends to Chungpu, crosses the Lo River flowing in a
 deep narrow valley in the loess, and ascends to Loch'uan Hsien, which
 lies on the usual loess plateau, cut up in all directions by enormous rifts.
 From Loch'uan one drops back into the Lo River valley, which is followed
 up past Fu Chou to Kanch'uan Hsien. Between Kanch'uan and Yenan
 Fu another range is crossed, trending like nearly all the mountains and
 rivers of Shensi from north-west to south-east, and serving as the divide
 between the upper Lo Ho and the Yen Shui. These mountains scarcely
 emerge above the loess, but being uninhabited are yet covered with a
 comparatively luxuriant vegetation of scrub and jungle.
 As one proceeds north the country becomes poorer and more arid,
 and round Yenan Fu practically no wheat is grown, the sparse population
 subsisting on one autumn crop such as millet. Outside the walled cities
 the people live almost entirely in caves in the loess or in square earth
 huts with cave interiors. Scarcity of wood for roofing purposes is said to
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 be the reason for digging these queer artificial caves. A great deal
 of land has gone out of cultivation, as evidenced by the grass-grown
 terraces on the mountain-sides; the towns and villages are mostly in
 ruins, and the people poor to the verge of starvation. There are various
 reasons to account for this state of afifairs, the chief being the depreda-
 tions of brigands, to whom the whole region has been practically
 abandoned for the past few years. Possibly also the whole of northern
 Shensi and north-east Kansu are drying up, so as to be incapable
 of supporting as large a population as in former generations. The
 district cities are mere empty shells mostly in ruins, and Yenan Fu
 itself is little better. Trade and traffic are absolutely dead, and only
 soldiers, brigands, or the poorest of coolies are ever met with on the
 roads. Further north, round Suite Chou and Yulin Fu, conditions are
 said to be somewhat better, Yenan being the centre of the most
 desolate area.
 Although ruins, poverty, and general decay are the predominant
 features along this road to-day, there is much of interest in the dilapi-
 dated hsien cities en route, with their origins lost in dim and almost
 prehistorical times. Near Chungpu is the tomb of the Emperor Huang
 Ti, who reigned some 4000 years ago, and Fu Chou and Yenan Fu, now
 in the last stages of decay, were for thousands of years important for-
 tresses guarding this gateway into the heart of ancient China against the
 hordes of Huns, Turks, and Mongols from the north.
 From Yenan Fu to Yench'ang Hsien is two days' march down the
 valley of the Yen Shui, cutting across the loess plateau to the north for
 half a stage on the second day. Yench'ang is the usual miserable little
 district city of north Shensi, but it is of some interest owing to the oil
 wells. The oil used to flow out of the ground into the Yen Shui, but
 about 1906 some one conceived the idea of exploiting it. Two wells
 were sunk and fitted with Japanese machinery, and they have produced
 a steady flow of oil ever since. Some eight years later the Standard Oil
 Company took the matter up, negotiated a co-operative agreement with
 the Chinese Government, and started in to exploit the supposed oilfield
 of north Shensi on modern lines. Geologists, drillers, and machinery
 were imported from the States, several wells were sunk, and visions
 of busy oilfields, pipe lines, railways, and general wealth and prosperity
 arose in the minds of the local Chinese. But unfortunately no oil was
 discovered save in the immediate neighbourhood of the original Yench'ang
 wells, and after two years or so of great activity, the enterprise was
 abandoned and the Americans departed, to the great regret of the local
 Chinese. The original wells still produce a steady flow of oil working
 with the original machinery. The concern flourishes in a small way, and
 sells as much oil, principally across the Yellow River in north Shansi, as
 it can refine, and as the deficient transport facilities at its disposal enables
 it to distribute. Only one well therefore is usually at work.
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 Yench'ang Hsien boasts rather superior walls, and is distinguished by
 the fact that it is one of the few district cities in northern Shensi which
 has not been sacked by brigands during the past year or two. This
 immunity from the prevailing evil is also partly due to the beneficent oil.
 In the embrasures all round the walls every yard or so are placed pans
 of crude oil, which, lit up at night-time, illuminate the whole city and
 neighbourhood in a remarkable manner. The effect on any one not
 expecting it is extremely startling. Night after night throughout the year
 the desolate little city lost in the wilds of north Shensi indulges in this
 orgy of illumination. However, it appears to be successful in scaring ofT
 the brigands, who usually make their raids on dark nights. Perhaps the
 prospect of having a pan of burning oil upset over their heads deters
 them also.
 The mineral wealth of northern Shensi includes, as well as the oil,
 a good deal ofcoal and iron according to Chinese reports. But the
 means of communication are so bad that it is useless except for local
 consumption.
 6. From Yench'ang Hsien vid Yich'uan Hsien to Hanch'eng Hsien
 on the Yellow River. 415 li.
 This is an exceedingly hard five days' march through the wild brigand-
 infested mountains a little inland from the Yellow River. The country
 is poor in the extreme, the few hamlets mostly in ruins, the farms
 abandoned, and the fields untilled.
 Between Yench'ang and Yich'uan two divides in the loess are crossed,
 the first being the higher and having more the character of a loess-covered
 range. In between there is a descent to a stream called the Yunai Ho
 flowing eastwards to the Yellow River in the usual rocky bed at the bottom
 of a deep narrow valley in the loess. The loess plateau itself is here so
 cut up by rifts, valleys, and ravines as to take the form of a series of flat-
 topped ridges running down from the divide on either side. Immediately
 to the south of Yich'uan, an empty and deserted city, rises a formidable
 barrier range running more or less east and west. The ascent to the pass
 (the Lut'ou Ling, 5100 feet) is over loess almost to the top. But once
 across the pass there is a complete change of scenery, and the loess proper
 is not seen again until one emerges from the mountains half a day's march
 north of Hanch'eng. These mountains consist of a series of precipitous
 ridges which strike the Yellow River and cause the gorges and rapids
 which impede its course in that neighbourhood. The trail works its way
 from valley to valley, gradually approaching the Yellow River where
 patches of loess begin to reappear. Five passes are crossed between
 Yich'uan and. Hanch'eng, decreasing in altitude as one goes south, and
 from the last the trail drops to the plains close to the mouth of the famous
 Lungmen gorges, where the Yellow River emerges from the mountains.
 Tradition relates that the Emperor Yu cut a channel through the moun-
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 tains at this point and thus liberated the floods which until that time had
 submerged the whole of North-West China, bringing into existence the
 Yellow River and the fertile deposits of " yellow earth" in Shensi and
 Kansu. When one finally gets down to the plain, one finds that it is not
 really a plain at all, but the usual plateau of loess, here only of moderate
 thickness, sloping down towards the Yellow River.
 Hanch'eng Hsien lies in a basin-like valley below the level of the
 plateau. It is a prosperous city for Shensi, though only a second-class
 district, and appears rich and well populated to any one reaching it from
 the desolate north. The irrigated valley land round the city was mostly
 under indigo at the time of our visit, and the district is noted for that and
 for its cotton, hemp, and vegetable oil. The proximity of Shansi probably
 accounts in part for the superior appearance of Hanch'eng; for compared
 with Shensi, Shansi is prosperous and law abiding.
 7. From Hanch'eng Hsien on the Yellow River vid Hoyang Hsien,
 Ch'engch'eng Hsien, P'uch'eng Hsien, Fup'ing Hsien, and Sanyuan Hsien
 to Hsian Fu. 480 li.
 This is a week's journey across the wheat-growing loess uplands of
 Central Shensi. A slightly shorter road to Hsian vid T'ungchou Fu runs
 across the plain. A long day's march on the first day brings one to
 Hoyang, after an ascent from the level of the Yellow River to the top of
 the loess plateau; then follows a short stage to Ch'engch'eng; then a very
 long day which includes the crossing of the Lo River to P'uch'eng; and
 then another long day to Fup'ing. All these marches are across vast
 undulating wheat prairies. A number of the usual rifts in the loess have
 to be crossed; but this portion of the plateau being comparatively low,
 they are more open and less precipitous than further north. Hoyang,
 Ch'engch'eng, P'uch'eng, and Fup'ing are all the same type of agricultural
 centre, and, though poor enough in appearance, are all of them the capitals
 of rich agricultural districts ranking as first class hsien. The chief revenues
 of the provincial Government are now and have always been derived from
 the land-tax receipts of these and the neighbouring districts of Central
 Shensi.
 Between Fup'ing and Sanyuan the road drops from the uplands down
 to the plain, and from Sanyuan runs due south for a day's march to Hsian
 Fu, crossing the Ching Ho and Wei Ho by ferries en route. Sanyuan is,
 or was in normal times, an important business place, a distributing and
 collecting centre and entrepot for the trade of the province, which, as is
 usually the case, avoids the provincial capital if it can. The plains along
 the Wei and Ching Rivers are nowadays largely devoted to cotton, to
 which the soil and climate seem to be particularly well suited.
 No attempt has been made in these notes to describe the many objects
 of historical interest to be found in Central Shensi, the first home of the
 Chinese race since they became a settled agricultural people, since the
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 subject is too large and requires special investigation. Amongst the most
 interesting to the Chinese themselves are the tombs of the Emperors
 Huang Ti and Ch'in Shih Huang Ti at Chungpu and Lint'ung respectively
 and of the notorious Imperial concubine Yang Kuei-fei near Mawei in
 Hsingp'ing district. Foreigners usually show more interest in the Nestorian
 Tablet in the Pei Lin at Hsian Fu. The huge tumuli, some ioo feet high,
 lying on the elevated ridge of loess between the Wei and Ching Rivers,
 and said to be the tombs of ancient kings, also rouse interest and curiosity
 as to what they cover.
 8. Hsian Fu to Ch'engtu Fu in Szechwan by the main road. 2250 li.
 This route, about the most important overland road in China, is too
 well known to need much description, but a short account may be of
 interest in view of the importance that is likely to attach to it when rail?
 way construction recommences in China. For it is by this route that the
 first railway is likely to reach the rich province of Szechwan, the goal of
 so many railway projects (unless anticipated by the new American con-
 cession for a line south from Hsingan and Tzuyang into north-east
 Szechwan), and along it will one day run one of China's most important
 trunk lines. Though the introduction of steamers on the upper Yangtze
 has somewhat diminished the traffic on this road, it is still of great import?
 ance as providing practically the only existing means of access to Szechwan
 from the north. After leaving the Wei valley it is a mule trail, paved
 most of the way, and comparatively good in Szechwan, but very rough and
 rocky through the mountains of Shensi. For the tourist who wishes to see
 the interior of China, a journey from Peking vid Hsian to Ch'engtu by
 this road, and thence back by river to Shanghai, would provide a tour of
 great interest through some of the finest scenery of China Proper.
 There are only two trails across the great barrier of the Ch'inling Shan
 in Shensi in common use by Chinese travellers, one at the eastern and the
 other at the western end of the range, and in order to gain the latter the
 road runs for the first few days from Hsian Fu west across the rolling loess
 plains of Central Shensi, through the wheat and cotton growing districts of
 Hsienyang, Hsingp'ing, Wukung, Fufeng, and Ch'ishan to Paochi near the
 end of the Wei valley plains. All the way the traveller is accompanied
 on his left hand by the Ch'inling Shan, rising sheer out of the plain to
 the south of the Wei River to a height of many thousands of feet, and
 culminating in the T'aipai Shan, 12,000 feet high, and snowclad until mid-
 summer. To the north the loess rises gently towards the mountains of
 northern Shensi, till beyond Fufeng Hsien the Ch'i Shan close in on the
 right.
 At Paochi Hsien a gorge runs due south into the Ch'ingling Shan, lead-
 ing up to a gap in the main range. The descent from this pass leads,
 however, not into the Han basin, but into the valley of the Tung Ho,
 a stream flowing down from the south-west slopes of T'aipai, and forming
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 one of the headwaters of the great Szechwan River, the Chialing Chiang.
 Two days' march down the Tung Ho, at first through an open valley and
 then through winding gorges, brings one to the city of Feng Hsien on the
 confines of Kansu.
 There does not seem to be any loess whatsoever in the Han basin,
 but the mountain-slopes on the headwaters of the Chialing Chiang are
 freely patched with it, as may be observed in the valley of the Tung
 Ho above Feng Hsien in Shensi and in the valley leading down to
 Li Hsien in Kansu from the direction of Ch'in Chou. The presence of
 this loess south of the main range of the Ch'inling Shan in the west
 can perhaps be explained by the height of the watershed in that neigh-
 bourhood.
 The valley leading south from Paochi combined with that of the Tung
 Ho provides a means of communication for a railway between the Wei
 valley and the upper Chialing Chiang; and if it is possible to negotiate
 the limestone gorges of the latter down to Kuangyuan, this may perhaps
 prove the easiest route for a railway into Szechwan from the north. In that
 case the Han valley could be connected up by a line across the present
 portage between Yangp'ingkuan on the Chialing Chiang and the Han
 Chiang above Mien Hsien, thus avoiding the intricate ranges pierced by
 the main road between Feng Hsien and Liupa T'ing.
 Leaving Feng Hsien, the trail climbs steeply to reach the Feng Ling,
 a pass with a double summit about 6200 feet high, and then drops almost
 as far again into the gorge of a mountain torrent, which is, however, still
 part of the headwaters of the Chialing Chiang. From this valley a side
 ravine runs eastwards for a day's march into the very heart of the
 Ch'inling Shan, finally leading by an easy ascent to a pass, the Ch'aikuan
 Ling, 5500 feet, which gives access to the Han basin. From this pass
 there is a steep descent through winding gorges to the little mountain city
 of Liupa T'ing. The Ch'inling ranges are seen at their best near the
 Ch'aikuan Ling, where the rocky precipices and densely wooded mountain
 slopes, clear mountain torrents, and narrow fertile ravines, combine to
 form a landscape of great beauty. Just below the pass on the Liupa side
 lies the Changliang Miao, beautifully situated at the junction of two
 wooded ravines, and one of the finest temples in China. It dates back to
 the Han dynasty, and is very well known amongst the Chinese.
 From Liupa to Paoch'eng Hsien, a two days' march, the road, a
 terribly rough and rocky trail, runs down the gorges of the Pao Shui
 (sometimes wrongly named the Heilung Chiang on foreign maps), a
 large stream flowing down from the southern slopes of T'aipai Shan, which
 debouches suddenly through a precipitous gorge on to the Han valley
 plain at Paoch'eng.
 From Paoch'eng Hsien the road runs up the cigar-shaped Hanchung
 plain to Mien Hsien, where the converging mountains on either side meet
 and bring this densely populated and fertile plain abruptly to an end,
 2 c
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 much as the Wei valley plains terminate beyond Paochi on the confines
 of Kansu.
 Above Mien Hsien the path continues to follow up the Han, which
 here flows in a narrow gorge in the mountains for a long day's march to
 the village of Taian. The Han is remarkable for the suddenness with
 which it springs into existence as a navigable river. At Mien Hsien in
 the summer it is already a large river; while at Taian it is a mere
 streamlet a few inches deep, and one is within a few hoursJ march of its
 source; the head of navigation, the village of Hsinwan P'u, being passed
 halfway between these two places. The portage to Yangp'ingkuan on
 the Chialing Chiang is only a couple of days' march, and the road is
 naturally a busy one. At the opposite extreme are the two other chief
 rivers of Shensi, the Wei and the Lo, which, rising one in Central Kansu
 and the other on the Ordos border, are only navigable for short distances
 above their confluence with the Yellow River near T'ungkuan. The
 contrast is typical of China north and south of the Ch'inlingshan.
 From Taian the trail follows up the headwaters of the Han to the
 south to reach a low pass, the Wuting Kuan, whence it drops down to
 the picturesque little city of Ningchiang, lying in an isolated valley
 hemmed in by steep mountains still in the basin of the Han.
 Beyond Ningchiang the divide between the Han and the Chialing
 rivers is crossed by a low pass, and the road crossing the border into
 Szechwan runs down a series of ravines and valleys to Ch'aot'ien Chen
 on the Chialing Chiang, which here flows from north to south in deep
 gorges. At one point, just before reaching Ch'aot'ien and the Chialing,
 the valley comes to an end and the stream, flowing through a tunnel in
 the limestone, passes underneath a mountain spur (Lung Men Kuan).
 From Ch'aot'ien the path runs down the gorges of the Chialing Chiang
 to Kuangyuan Hsien in north Szechwan.
 The ranges on the Shensi-Szechwan border between Mien Hsien and
 Kuangyuan are rugged and intricate, but they are not to be compared
 with the Ch'inling Shan as a barrier to communications. The road follows
 a line of gaps through these mountains, and railway conslruction between
 the western end of the Han valley and northern Szechwan is not likely to
 prove very difficult, at any rate compared with that between the Han and
 Wei valleys.
 From Kuangyuan the road threads its way through the mountains
 of northern Szechwan, passing through the main range which trends
 south-west to north-east by the picturesque passage of Chien Men Kuan,
 south of Chaohua. This range is of a peculiar character, having through-
 out a gentle slope up from the south and falling away in perpendicular
 rocky precipices on its northern face, a formation which is also seen
 south of Ningchiang. The road finally emerges on to the Ch'engtu
 plain beyond Mien Chou. It is a remarkable road through most intricate
 mountain country, paved throughout, usually a couple of yards in width.
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 and much of the way shaded by venerable trees hundreds of years old.
 Descending into the plain it passes through a succession of rich cities,
 Mien Chou, Lochiang Hsien, Teyang Hsien, Han Chou, and Hsintu
 Hsien, the like of which are not to be found in the whole of Shensi
 and Kansu, and finally reaches Ch'engtu. The latter, about the largest
 and richest city in China, is now partly in ruins with street after street
 of wealthy shops and residences burnt down to heaps of rubble as the
 result of the reeent fighting between Szechwan and Yunnan and Kueichow.
 Ch'engtu has known but little peace since the revolution of 1911, but
 this last trial is the worst it has yet undergone.
 Some account of the route from Hsian Fu in Shensi to Lanchou Fu
 in Kansu by the main road (1420 li) was given in a paper in thtjournal
 a couple of years ago.
 WAR SURVEYS IN MESOPOTAMIA
 Colonel F. W. Pirrie, C.M.G., C.I.E., I.A., Late Deputy
 Director of Surveys, Mes.E.F.
 (Note : The names are spelled in accordance with the system adopted by the Meso-
 potamia Expeditionary Force.)
 THERE must be many difficulties in meeting the various calls on the Survey of India during this World War, and a report on how these
 difficulties have been surmounted will be of great interest, and will no
 doubt be brought out in due time.
 Many of the officers reverted to military duty early in the war, and, in
 addition to maintaining the Survey Department in India, the Surveyor-
 General had to supply survey establishment to satisfy the needs of over-
 seas Expeditionary Forces in Mesopotamia and elsewhere, and to maintain
 these by reinforcement according to local conditions.
 I am personally concerned only with Mesopotamia, and have been
 requested to write a note for the Geographical Journal on the surveys
 carried out under my control for the Mesopotamia Expeditionary Force
 from December 1914 to May 1918.
 The area dealt with covers nearly the whole of Southern Mesopotamia,
 with adjacent territories of Arabia and South-Western Persia. Although
 the area surveyed is large, and sufficient for all military requirements at
 present, the amount of work will in all probability be greatly increased
 before the end of the war, and it is obviously inexpedient at the present
 time to discuss in detail the areas surveyed or the new methods used for
 particular purposes. I will confine my note to a description of the work
 done in general terms, showing how the needs of the field force were met
 under the varied conditions of ground and climate in Mesopotamia.
 The scope of the work was to satisfy the military requirements of the
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